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Abigail’s Collection, Abi Neill, told me: 
“There is no right or wrong except that rails 
must stay looking gorgeous and fresh. This is 
a feature that has to pull in the bride, as well 

appointment. If customers select gowns 
themselves then merchandising by shape and 
look is important. If they’re being guided 
then it’s less important”. 

Emma Marshall, of Miss Bush and Luxe 
Bride, says: “We rotate constantly to keep 
the space looking fresh. No dresses in bags, 
no signage, no clutter of any description”.

This brings me to the big issue, to bag or 
not to bag: that is the question. And, even 
more contentious, the subject of attaching 
laminated tags with a visual of the dress to 

photos of food outside restaurants. Imagine 
my horror when one of 
my coaching clients 
confessed that her gowns 
are in bags at her 
insurance company’s 
insistence because of a 
discolouration problem, 
and that she’s added a 
laminated tag…and that 
her brides love it! 

I asked how and if it 

she told me: “Brides love it as it minimises 
them picking the wrong shape, they can see 

on a person than it does on the hanger.” Still 
to be convinced? I discovered that one shop 
had trialled half of its dresses with and half 
without photos and, you’ve guessed it, 
laminates equal more sales.

heard about steering customers to the right, 

breaks’? Apparently, we are attracted to 

want to stop and enter the space, which 
resembles a person extending their arms for 
an embrace. More by good luck than good 

columns and an arched wall. Brides often 
comment on how welcoming they are. 

merchandise gets missed because long, 
uninterrupted aisles don’t get people’s 
attention. If you’re now calculating the cost 

look and colour, as that will naturally create a 
break. Alternatively, to interrupt that 
continuous line of gowns, and create a 
stopping point, position features part way 
along, such as a mannequin or a mirror.

impression’. The latter should lead them 

machine and another sale. Maybe I don’t 
need that laminator after all...

GOWNS
Our training guru, Maria Musgrove, 
takes a look at trends in displaying 
dresses to help you to decide what 
will work for your boutique 
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 W
hen I said “Yes to 
the Article” on 
displaying dresses, 
I’d foolishly 
forgotten that the 
deadline was only 

72 hours after the Bridal Buyer Awards! With 
the Harrogate Hangover hovering and zero 
inspiration, I opted for the millennial’s 
equivalent of Phone a Friend
out’ on Facebook to fellow retailers. Paul 
Simon sang that there are 50 ways to leave 

there are almost as many ways to showcase 
gowns in your boutique. 

arranged by silhouette, and then by fabric. 
This helps to guide both brides and sales 
consultants through the collection, as well as 

contemporary, boho, beaded 
etc. One shop had even 
numbered its gowns to 
ensure they would always be 
correctly ordered on the rails.

Displaying by designer was 
favoured by only one shop 
out of 40; the majority of 
boutique owners felt that 
brides don't always have a 
preferred designer, but they 
did know want shape they 

replied thought that it did as their brides 

wouldn’t have much choice if they only 
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